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.1 
vMy invention I relates ‘to ‘ post-adjustingl-‘means 

designed primarily for “ directing apparatus vlpar 
lticularly adapted for precision technique ‘*for in 
.tracapsula'r fracture of the‘ hip but is not limited 
to suchluse. . 

In the extensive practice of hip-nailing, -‘-there 
has been developed‘what is called the Smith 
-Peterson technique. It comprises the insertion of 
aguiding pin or wire in the shaft of the femur, 
.the wire serving to guide a cannulatedvitallium 
Smith-Peterson nail inserted in such a manner 
-:thatit parallels'and is in contact with the-medial 
and anterior cortex of ‘the neck of the femur. 
The guide, commonly called a ‘Steinmann pin,‘is 
vusually about ‘three-thirty-seconds of ‘an inch 
-=:by ten inches and is removed from the bore of 
the nail after‘the latter has been'properly posi 
tionedin lthe'fractured‘neck of the femur. The 
Smith-Peterson nail “for an adult is ‘about ?ve 
incheslong and has a diameter of ?ve-thirty-sec 
ends of an inch although it is ?anged and gen 
erally triangular in cross section. It ‘extends 
through ‘a hole drilled in the ‘hard outer portion 
cf‘the'femu'r, thehole extending in line with the 
‘center of theacetabulum at approximatelya 20° 
anterior angle. '~The»=nails eX-tends'through the 
neck and preferably‘into the‘hea'd or ball-like 
~portion of'the hip joint,‘ and‘its function is'of 
lcourse to re-enforce the heady on the neck of the 
femur. For the best results, the nail must be 
nearly in the direct weight-bearing-line of {the 
joint and so positioned that-it receives the ‘sup 
port of the dense corticle'bone‘on both sides ”‘of 
.the distal fragment. The insertion of both the 
‘guide pin-and the nail ‘must ‘be controlled at all 
(stages 1by two-planeradiography and in the-past 
.the successful placement of such ‘fixation devices 
.has depended lar‘gelylupon the senses‘ of sightand 
touch of the surgeon and‘has vr‘equirvedl‘a ‘high 
.degree of skill. 
A proposed ‘apparatus for accurately placing 

.‘the guide wire or ‘pin, and'hence the nail, ‘in 
proper position in vthe fractured bone, vcompre 
.EhGHdS .a supporting and guiding means for the 
:guide .pin or wire, 'which‘means includes ‘a post 
vertically and rotatably adjustable in‘a‘bearing, 
and it'isithe objectof the ‘present invention to pro 
vide a novel and advantageous means whereby 
an approximateadjustment of saidlpostlmay ?rst 
be made, and later when said approximate la'd 
justment '- has ‘been checked .by radiography, ‘to 
permit making a ?ne ‘adjustment ‘to :accurately 
position the guide pin or wire. 

In the ‘ accompanying :drawings; 

' Figure Lisle side, elevation. 

(c1.:i.-24s;arc1> 
‘Figs. 12‘, 51'3-"4-sand <15 after-detail horizontal sec 

-.~tional mew‘ on the - correspondingly ‘ numbered 
dines ‘ofF'F-ig'. iii». 

‘ ‘ eager/cam >71 are detail-vertical ?sectionali-v-iews 
e5 “(airlines-3646 “and llI-A-‘lw‘of 1"-Fig. ‘4. 

:Fig’. 8»'is" a detaihrear elevation las indicatedwby 
‘line-‘1 81-18 i-ofi-Fig. ‘<1. 

‘»=F#i-g. 9;»is a ‘*fragmentaryvvertical ‘sectional view 
' line‘l9-—’91of$Fig.?~'8. ‘ 

~ "g.~11?0isyalhorizcntal sectional view on line 
5415-40 ‘ of "Fig. *1; 

i'Fi-g. 1111 ‘is an» enlarged detail horizontal section 

ven‘ =line i’l ll--'=l ‘l .of ‘ ‘=Fig. 1211s a -fragmentarynelevation of a ‘por 
115 ltio‘neofithe-side‘opposite-‘that shown in Fig. 1. 

;Fig. {I3 "is ‘an enlargeddetail ivertical - section 
‘Lon r line ‘ l_3-'~=l13 ‘of "Fig; --?4. 

I-1~4-is IaFfrafgmentary enlarged view similar 
{to ‘lasportion of Fig.4, - partly in section. 

‘520 iInr-these‘l?gures in which'like‘reference char 
. asters -=indicate “corresponding - parts, =20 '' denotes 
-gTenerally~anupright ‘supportrising from a-base'2l 
ian'dl carrying 1' preferably‘ ‘at its ‘top ‘a transversely 

_ ‘extending g'ui‘ding-"orYdir-ecting member "22 for 
‘25Itheping?stil?ro _ 7 ‘element whichis'tobe-sup 

:pcftedandguided:initsiongitudmal;siidmg move 
ment toward a predetermined point. Thesup 
‘porti'i?-vincludesia vertical; ‘p‘éstl'ZS, ‘the lower por 

_ itio‘n “:of ‘which ‘ acylindrical and mounted for 
"'30 :slidablel and eiidtatable movements ‘in an upright 

ltiibu’lait'lgui‘de lor hearingi? ‘whichhas its lower 
'2endt?xéd‘instheicenter of Lthevbasem. ‘The latter 

preferably square as showninlli‘ig. 10 and adja 
vcent‘lits {four corners-are leveling ‘feet “25 ‘in ‘the 

v3'5 term of screwswthreaded through the base or 
~through~rnuts=imounted‘therein. To ‘assist in lev 
<-;e1ing the‘ :base, spirit‘ levels 3125 inay'be set in 
vtheillcase-i‘iu‘sh~=with its! upper surface v‘at points \ be 
"tWe‘énj'ltSuGOmM-‘sfiand center. 7 

'iThéibase 2*l1is'to be-secured-wlcy‘suitable clamps 
n-(notshown) ‘ on'ithe top of] an operating table or 
vqthe‘ alike ‘' after :p'repe'r' "leveling and = after ‘ proper 
“positioning-16f?thelinstiiumerit with respect to ‘the 
Zpati'erit. éiEhe body‘ of-‘the patient is of course‘ im 

“45 Lmobilize'd lby ‘lithe usual means associated with 
yfractureand-‘operating tables. When ‘the table 
cor other-‘support‘onwhichthe patient is held‘ has 
:anotwalsui?cientitép area to receive the 'base 2!, 
litymaylbe-inocnteq on “any suitable support which 

"'50 .will ieperniit ‘git to be v'p'i‘opeijly ‘positioned iboth 
'ilengithwise and‘laterall-y'rwith respect "to the 

"40 

patients eddy. ' 
" JI‘helowe‘rend of post '23 is supported ‘onza 

‘ ifollo'wer platen which ‘is~vertically' adjustable in 
155 éétl'ie'i?xddaguide-itube ‘234 and to center‘itlie‘vpdst, 
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its lower extremity enters an upstanding annular 
?ange 28 formed on the follower and having an 
inwardly and downwardly beveled edge as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
While any suitable means may be provided 

for adjusting and securing the follower in order 
to vertically adjust and secure the post, I prefer 
ably form on the edge of the follower a laterally 
projecting arm 29 from which rises a rack bar 
30. These parts are in a laterally projecting and 
longitudinally extending extension 3| formed on 
tube 24 as shown in Figs. 1 and, 2. Engageable ' ' 
with the rack through an opening in extension 3! 
is a pinion 3|a ?xed to the inner end of a shaft 
32, the outer end of which has a hand-wheel 33. 
Shaft 32 is journaled in a bearing 34 projecting 
from extension 3| as shown in Fig. 2.. . - > 
The upper end of tubular guide 24 is formed 

with two spaced vertical slits 35 to provide‘ a 
spring ?nger 36, the upper portion of which is 
within ‘a collar 3'! surrounding the upper portion 
of the tube 24. The collar has an upper inturned 
?ange 38 to rest on the upper end of tube 24 and 
on its side is formed a lateral boss through which 
is threaded a clamping screw 39 adapted to en 
ease the outer face of the spring ?nger 36. With 
in the upper portion of tube 24 and between it 
and the post 23 is a split bushing 40 substantially 
coextensive in length with the‘ length or height 
of the collar as shown in Fig. 13, the longitudinal 
split in the bushing being spaced 90° from the 
axis of screw 39 as shown in Fig. 3. The bushing 
and the collar are held in their proper positions 
at the upper end of tube 24 by a bolt 4| which 
passes through these three parts. Bolt 4| has its 
head countersunk in the inner face of the bushing 
and a nut is threaded on its outer end. The bolt 
is located diametrically opposite screw 39 as shown 
in Fig. 3. It will be seen that on tightening the 
screw 39, the tube 24 will be frictionally locked, 
to the bushing and the latter will be contracted 
around the post 23 so that the post will be clamped 
and secured against rotation in tube 24 and will 
also be held against upward sliding movement. 
When clamp screw 39 is loosened, post 23 may be 
rotated and it may be raised or lowered by turning 
hand-wheel 33. ' 

By grasping and rotating post 23 an approxi 
mate adjustment of the pin guiding element 22 
to an angular position in a horizontal direction 
may be made and that position then secured by 

It is desirable, however, to 
have a ?ner adjustment of element 22 in a hori 
zontal direction, that is, about the vertical axis 
of post 23. To permit that being done, the cylin 
drical portion of the post is formed with a .plu 
rality of key-ways or grooves 42 which receive 
keys 43 formed in the bore of a collar 44 surround 
ing post 23, the collar being thus slidably but non 
rotatably mounted on the latter. Projecting 
radially from collar 44 is an arm 45, the upper 
edge of which curves downwardly and merges into 
a ?at segmental plate 46 formed at the outer end 
of the arm and having on its upper face a Vernier 
scale 41. The latter coacts with a scale 48 divided 
into 360° and arranged on the upper face of a 
track or ring 49. This ring is concentric with the 
axis of post 23 and is supported by three radial 
arms or spokes 59 whose inner ends are secured 
at 5| to the top of collar 31. Rotatably mounted 
on post 23 and positioned between the hub 44 of 
the Vernier arm and arms 5| supporting the grad 
uated ring 49, is the hub 52 of an adjusting and 
clamping army 53. The latter is radially disposed 
as shown in Fig. 4 and its outer. end terminates 

15 

.frictionally lock arm 53 to ring 49. 

close to the inner edge of ring 49. Carried by the 
outer end of arm 53 is a vertically disposed clamp 
ing bolt 54, the ?at head 55 of which is slidably 
engaged with the lower side of an annular ?ange 
59 formed on the inner edge of ring 49. This 
bolt 54 passes freely through a clamping sleeve 
51 and has a milled-edge nut 58 engaged with its 
threaded upper end, as shown in Fig. 6. Sleeve 
57 has a transverse threaded opening to one side 
of its bore to receive a slow motion adjusting 
screw 59, one end of which is secured by a ball 
and socket joint to one side face of the arm 45 
as shown in Figs. 4 and 14. The lower end of 
sleeve 51 frictionally engages the upper face of 
ring 49 and of arm 53 so that when nut 58 is 
screwed down on bolt 54, said parts will be clamped 
between the head of the bolt and the sleeve to 

It will, there 
- fore, be seen that when these parts are clamped 
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together while screw 39 is loose, the rotation of 
slow motion screw 59 will cause arm 45 and hence 
post 23 to turn with respect to ring 49 and‘ the 
verm'er scale 41 will move with respect to the 
scale graduations 48, to thus obtain a ?ne angular 
adjustment of the pin guiding member 22 about 
the axis of post 23. 
The angular adjustment in a vertical direction 

of the pin guiding member or element 22 is pref 
erably obtained by the structure mounted on the 
upper part of post 23 and shown more particularly 
in Figs. 1, 8, 9, l1 and 12. The body portion of 
member 22 is preferably V-shaped in cross section 
‘as seen in Fig. 8 so that it is channeled or trough 
shaped to support and guide the pin, the latter 
being indicated in dotted lines in Fig. 8. About 
midway of the body portion of member 22 is an 
integral depending shank'or stem 60 having a 
transverse width equal to the width of the body 
and also having side faces which may be engaged 
by the arms of an inverted U-shaped spring clip 
6!. The central or connecting portion of this 
clip extends across the groove or trough in the 
body of member 22 to hold or retain the pin there 
in, particularly when X-ray pictures are being 
made. The clip is of course readily engageable 
with and disengageable from said guiding mem 
ber. The lower end of shank 60 is reduced in 
thickness as shown at 62 and this reduced portion 
is formed with a recess 63 shaped to ?t a squared 
central portion of a shaft 64. A screw, pin or 
the like 65 fastens these .parts together. 
Shaft 64 is mounted for oscillation at the top of 

post 23, the upper portion of which is square in 
cross section as seen in Fig. 5. The top of post 
23 has a transverse recess'to receive the reduced 
lower end 62 of the stem or shank, the recess 
forming spaced bearing ears 66. The latter have 
circular bearing openings to receive cylindrical 
portions 6'! and 68 formed on shaft 64 beyond 
its squared central portion as shown in Fig. 11. 
At the outer side of the portion 61, the shaft is 
formed with another squared portion 69 which 
enters a square hole at the axis of a protractor 
‘Hi. The graduations ‘H on the latter coact with 
a Vernier scale 12 arranged on a segmental plate 
13 secured to a ?at face of the squared upper 
portion of post '23, as shown in Figs. 8 and 12. 
>Mounted 0n the cylindrical bearing portion 

68 of shaft 64 is a rotatably adjustable sleeve or 
hub 15 carrying a depending flat arm 16. A set 
screw 11 in a threaded boss on hub 15 is adapted 
to engage the portion 68 of shaft 64 to lock arm 16 
for movement with the shaft. This ‘clamping 
screw 11 permits of an approximate vertical angu 
lar adjustment of .the pin. guiding member 22 



assent 

‘when the-lowerend of arm '16 is elampedibetween 
the points of two ‘opposed- adjusting screw ~18 
threaded through spaced 'projeiiting-ears or lugs 
"19‘ formed at the ends ‘of' a transversérb‘ar‘iiill 
"fastened at its center-in‘ a ‘recess in the f?at face 
of post 23 as. shown ‘in ‘,‘Fig. 1. "When a‘ ?ner 
adjustment of member 22 ‘in a vertical direction 
is desired, the slow motion screws 18 are adjusted 
to move the arm 16 ‘and hence, shaft 64 and 
protector 10 relative to post» 23.v In this adjust 
ment, the graduations TI on the protector are 
shifted relative to the ?xed Vernier scale 12. The 
extremities 'of shaft ‘64 ‘maybe threaded to re 
ceive- a iiihreaded cap screwiiailiiii-at one endianda‘a 
‘nut “at the other end. to ‘hold the iparts~ias 

sembled as‘ shown in Fig, ‘11,1 . ‘ - i ‘ The cylindrical portion of post T23 isfprovi'd'ed 

with graduations .83 which-inlay be read in {con 
nection with the upper edge of hub or ‘collar 44 
so that the vertical adjustment of the pin guiding 
member 22 may be noted. The coacting scale 
graduations showing the horizontal and vertical 
angular adjustments of member 22 may ‘also be 
noted so that such adjustments may be returned‘ 
to at another time if necessary or desirable. 
When clamp screw 39 is loosened, the post 23 
and all parts which it supports, may be removed 
from the. guide tube 24 to permit such parts to 
be sterilized. 
The use and advantages of the apparatus to 

correctly position the guide pin in a fracture of 
the neck of the femur will be readily understood - 
from the foregoing by a surgeon familiar with hip 
nailing and. the Smith-Peterson technique. Its 
use may, however, be briefly stated as follows: 
After the patient is secured in the proper position 
on the table, the instrument is leveled, properly 
positioned and then clamped to the table in the 
proper position relative to the fractured joint. 
The pin is placed in the guiding member 22 and 
held in place by the clip. Member 22 is then 
adjusted vertically to the proper height by turn— 
ing hand-wheel 33. Approximate adjustments 
of member 22 as previously described, are then 
made to give the pin the proper angular disposi 
tion both horizontially and vertically. X-ray 
pictures in both vertical and horizontal planes are 
made to check the position of the pin with respect 
to the fractured bone. The ?ner adjustments 
may then be made and further X-rays are-taken 
to see that the pin is directed properly with re 
spect to the fracture. 
made, the drill which cuts through the hard outer 
portion of the bone‘may be guided by the member 
22. The pin while in member 22 is slid or pushed 
along its trough or channel and is gradually 
pushed through the soft inner portion of the 
bone, X-ray pictures being taken from time to ' 
time to see that the pin is properly directed. 
After the pin has been properly positioned, the 
hole is reamed to the proper size for the Smith 
Peterson nail which telescopes the pin. The 
guiding member 22 maybe used in guiding the 
reamer and the nail. When the nail is properly 
positioned, the pin is removed and the incision is 
closed. . ' ‘ 

The use of the apparatus will greatly shorten 
the time necessary for performing the operation 
and insure the accurate positioning of the pin 
and nail by a surgeon not particularly skilled in 
that class of operations. While the invention 
has been described as particularly Well adapted to 
the nailing of hip joints, it will be understood that 
it may be put to other uses. 
To those skilled in the art, changes in or modi? 
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cationid'iirtheiabove aestnbeaiembmiimeritsf ‘my 
invention will be suggestedfand-vimay ‘be Yiiiad'e 
.-without ‘departing from‘ the inventive concept 
-thereof‘f.‘ "Reference ‘is, ither‘e‘fore-g ‘to’ be had ‘to 
the appended ic‘l'a'ims to ‘determine the‘ scope of 
ithe?pre‘sentinvention. 1 l ‘ ' ' 

~ Whatyisc'lai'iried'is': ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ ‘ 

i Film" ‘an apparatus"of-‘ltne‘l-cl'ass“described, a 
post, a bearing retata‘bi-y mounting ‘ said post, a 
track concentric with‘ said‘bea-ring “means ?xed-‘1y 
securing said track‘ ‘to ‘Said‘T‘bearing, one ‘radial 
farm‘ “connected-with said post for‘rotatio‘n with 
the latterysaid“ onearm?extending to said “track, 
a ‘second ‘radial arm "circumferentiall‘y spaced 
from said one‘ arm ‘and having ‘a hub- ‘rotatably 
surrounding saiiiipestgmeans-j ccnnectingthe two 
laiforespii'eiiarms-iw“‘h’i ' ' ' ‘ 

ivtiiiiersaicrpastis-‘bjeiiigturned ‘in saiaibeanng ‘to 
an approximate desired position, and means for 
securing said second arm to said track after said 
post has been turned to said approximate posi 
tion, said arm-connecting means including man 
ually operable adjusting means for moving said 
one arm toward or from said secondarm after 
the latter has been secured to said track, to ob 
tain a ?ne angular-adjustment of said post. 

2. In an apparatus of the class described, a 
post, a bearing mounting said post for rotative 
and endwise adjustment, a track concentric with 
said bearing means ?xedly securing said track 
to said bearing, one radial arm over said bearing 
and extending to said track, said one arm having 
a hub through which said post extends, said hub 

I being slidably connected with said post to rotate 
with the same and to permit endwise adjustment 
of said post in said hub, a second arm circum 
ferential‘y spaced from said one arm and having 
a hub through which said post extends slidably 
and rotatably, means connecting the two afore 
said arms with each other and effective to cause 
said second arm to move with said one arm while 
said post is being turned in said bearing to an ap 
proximate desired position, and means for secur 
ing said second arm to said track after said post 
has been turned to said approximate position, 
said arm-connecting means including manually ‘ 
operable adjusting means for moving said one 
arm toward or from said second arm after the 
latter has been secured to said track, to obtain 
a ?ne angular adjustment of said post. ‘ 

3. In an apparatus of‘the class described, a 
post, a bearing rotatably mounting said post, a 
track concentric with said bearing. means ?xedly 
securing said track to said bearing, one radial 
arm connected with said post for rotation with 
the latter, said one arm extending to said track, 
a second radial arm circumferentially spaced 
from said one arm and having a hub rotatably 
surrounding said post, a manually operable clamp 
carried‘ by said, second arm and engageable with 
said track to secure said second arm to said track 
when desired, said clamp including a clamp mem 
ber mounted on said second arm and turnable 
about an axis parallel with said post, an adjust 
ing screw threaded through said clamp member 
at right angles to said axis, and means connect 
ing said adjusting screw with said one arm, 
whereby prior to tightening said clamp, both of 
said arms may turn with said post when turning 
the latter in said bearing to an approximate de 
sired position, and after tightening said clamp 
turning said adjusting screw will move said one 
arm with respect to said second arm, thereby 



turning‘ said-t post. to obtain a-?ne angular ad 
.-justment of the latter. 

v_ 4. In an apparatus of the class described, a 
post, a bearing rotatably mounting said post, a 
track concentric with said bearing means ?xedly 
securing said track to said bearing,1,0ne radial 
arm connected with said post for ‘rotation with 
the latter, said onev arm extending to said track, 
a second radial arm circumferentially spaced 
from said one arm and having a hub rotatably 
surrounding said post, a bolt extending through 
said second arm near said track and disposed 
parallel with said post, the lower end of said bolt 
‘having a head underlying said track, a sleeve 
upon said bolt and resting on the upper sideof 
said track, a nut on said bolt for moving said 
head and sleeve into clamping engagement with 
said track to lock said second arm to said .bear 
ving after said post has been turned to a desired 
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8 
approximate adjustment, an adjusting screw 
threaded transversely through said sleeve at one 
side of said bolt, and means connecting said 
screw with said one arm, whereby said screw may 
be operated to move said one arm and obtain a 
?ne adjustment of said Dost. 

MARION F. STEPHENS. 
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